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Abstract

The Japanese Hadron Project (JHP) is a large future plan of interdisci-
plinary and international scope, limed at basic physics research by creating
and using various secondary unstable particle beams such as mesons, muons,
neutrons and accelerated exotic nuclei. It comprises & nigh-intensity pro-
ton linac of 1 GeV, a compressot/slrelclier ring and an ISOL/accclerator to
deliver beams to MESON, NEUTRON and EXOTIC NUCLEI arena's. In
addition, as the present ongoing project, we are pushing KAON arena based
on Hie KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron. The present paper describes the
scientific motivation and technological bases for this future ptoject as well as
the presently going pie-JHP research activities.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past Japan was very much behind U.S.A and Europe in experimental

particle and nuclear physics, but nowadays advanced accelerator facilities have
been launched based on Japanese high technologies. However, Japan is stili behind
in terms of genuine creativeness of science. The major trends of Japanese science
tend to follow the currently popular and fashionable streams which have been
established abroad. To achieve the real frontier we need very much efforts.

I believe that the most important aspect of physical science is to create new
experimental methods and tools. Many of the Nobel prizes have been awarded lo
this aspect. Japansese Hadron Project (JIIP) which I am going to describe is a
kind of movement of struggling toward the creation of creativeness through the
use of various kinds of secondary unstable particle/nuclear beams. It is a large-
scale future project based on presently on-going reaserach activities. I will present
some present results of very interdisciplinary characters which are obtained with
the existing experimental facilities, but we are well aware of the limitation of the
present facilities and thus have to pursue a large scale accelerator complex and
associated facilities which will make possible more dreamful experimental studies.

The Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, decided to convert him-
self into a new institute with more international and interdisciplinary scopes to
promote JIIP at a new site adjacent to KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy

Physics. The present JIIP plan was settled in 1987, and it was strongly supported
in 1988 by the National Physics Committee (chairman, Professor Ryogo Kubo)
from the viewpoint of physics general after reviewing the plan. In 1990 the Gov-
ernment has approved a "trigger" budget to investigate the underlying problems
toward realization of JJIP (such as site problem, reorganization of INS, project
definition, etc.). So the JIIP has started its first step. Before the summer of 1991
the Governmental committee will make final decision on this project. Enthusiastic
intention from physicists in the Asia-Pacific region to make use of this future fa-
cility is certainly welcome.
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2. JKP ACCELERATOR COMPLEX
The JIIP project consists of four scientific arenas based on an accelerator com-

plex which comprises a 1-GeV high-intensity proton linac system, a compressor-
stretcher ring (CSR) and a heavy-ion linac system, as schematically shown in
Fig.l. The macroscopic burst from the 1-GcV linac will be accumulated in CSR
from which a sharply pulsed beam or a stretched beam will come out. A small
fraction of the 1-GcV linac beam will be used for the production of various species
of radioactive nuclei, which will be ionized and accelerated to G.5 MeV/u in the
heavy-ion linac.
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Fig.2 Advantage of slttrply-pulsed beam.

The advantage of using a sharply-pulsed beam is illustrated in Fig.2. The
pulsed proton beam gives a sharp (=0 for measuring tiine-of-flight of slow (cold,
thermal and epitherma!) neutrons in neutron scattering, thus neutron scattering
spectra in wide wave-length range can be obtained simultaneously from a TOF
spectrum. This also enables efficient measurements of time-dependent phenomena
or phenomena under extreme conditions (high magnetic field, laser, rf, etc.).

For pSR the pulsed beam turned out to be very powerful from the first attempt
at Meson Science Laboratory of the University of Tokyo, located at KEK. The

pulsed beam provides a background-free time range as long as 20 /(sec. We require
the beam width as sharp as possible (50-100 nsec).

A pulsed beam provides also a very good source of time-separated dump neu-
trinos. Here, we can separate 7T+-decay neutrinos (*>,,) and /i+-decay neutrinos ( ^
and i/c) by using a pulsed beam of width less than 100 nsec.

Thus, JHP is aimed at producing high-intensity, high-quality, sharply-pulsed
beam from CSR. To assure good emittance we need the injection of high intensity
proton beam from the 1-GeV linac.

Presently we are making R&D efforts in the design and fabrication of acceler-
ator components. Recent achievements are on 432-MJIz RFQ and drift tube linac
and on 1296-MHz coupled-cell cavity system, which will make the total length of
the 1 GeV linac system about 500 m, only half as long as the LAMFF 800 MeV
linac.

3. KAON ARENA
The KAON arena is a symbol to promote nuclear/particle physics research

using various secondary beams from the 12 GeV proton synchrotron of KEK. So,
this is more or less a presently on-going project. Very recently, a new experimental
hall dedicated to secondary beams has been completed, where two major supercon-
ducting spectrometers have been installed (see Fig.3). One is a superconducting
toroidal spectrometer which consists of 12 gap sector magnets, each with its own
tracking chambers and counters. A wide momentum range of 100-300 McV/c is
simultaneously covered with total acceptance of 12 % of <ijr, and coincidence mea-
surements are possible. This spectrometer is thus suitable for charged-particle
spectroscopy from stopped kaons [1]. Various experimental programs including
hypernuclear spectroscopy and K+ decay are considered.

Another new instrumentation is » superconducting laon spectrometer (SKS),
which will be used for strangeness exchange reactions (ir,K+) to form A bound
states in heavy nuclei. In this way deeply-bound low-lying orbitals of A will be
studied in details [2].

Let me show two interesting experiments of interdisciplinary character which
have recently been performed at KEK. One is the observation of metastable states
of 50 nsec lifetime of K" atoms formed in liquid helium [3]. This metastable
exotic atom (branching ratio of 2 %) is likely to be a neutral atom of c"K"IIe,
where K~ is orbiting with a large orbital angular momentum outside the K shell
electron, and its only possible decay mode is a very low energy (~ 20 eV) radiation
emission without Auger transition or Stark mixing, as considered in earlier days by
Condo [4]. It is quite an interesting problem to search for a similar phenomena for
antiprotons in liquid helium, as we anticipate a larger branch for met&slable states
and furthermore, there is no limitation in the observable range of time window.
We might dream of cooling and trapping of antiprotons in a liquid helium bolile
in the literal sense to study and utilize this very exotic object.
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Fig.3 New experimental JiaJl built at the KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron.

Another experiment recently done at KEK is a precise determination of the
longitudinal polarization of fi+ in the decay of K+ -* /i+ + i/M decay [5]. In con-
trast to the case of JT+ —* ft* + fM decay, the fi+ polarization, if found to deviate
from 100% (maximum violation of parity conservation), will tell us presence of the
right-handed weak interaction and a Cabibbo mixing in the right-handed sector,
which have not been known so far. The experiment was done by directly extract-
ing the 235 MeV/c muons from a thin kaon production target, where abundant
low energy kaons are produced and stopped to decay. The statistics attained is as
good as in the decay of TT+ decay. The data seem to indicate the left-handedness
of the weak interaction, giving a very stringent limit on the right-handed sector.

4. MESON AHENA
For the past decade the muon spin rotation/relaxation/resonance (pSR) method

lias been applied extensively to advanced research of physics and chemistry. One
of tJie examples is for the characterization of the new higli-Te superconductivity.

The ftSll method can probe any local magnetic field and its fluctuation at zero
external field [6]; an excellent feature for studies of superconductivities because the
external field causes trouble in bringing macroscopic field distribution in supercon-
ductors. Soon afler the discovery of (Laj_,Ba,)3CuO( and YBa3Cu30, systems
zero-field f.tSR experiments revealed that the superconductor phase does not have
any internal field besides the small nuclear field and that the insulator phases ad-
jacent to superconductivity are magnetically ordered (antiferromagnetism) [7,8].
The anyon hypothesis which was recently proposed is thus ruled out, if it means
the presence of local field [9], The phase diagrams (superconductivity vs magnetic
ordering) of various substances have been clarified.

One of the most characteristic properties of positive muons is its quantum
diffusion due to its small mass {M^fMp = 1/9). The diffusion constant of fi+

can be obtained as a correlation time of local field (usually, nuclear dipolar field)
from /iSR spectra. In the medium-high temperature regime higher than 100 K the
diffusion constant follows the Ahrrem'us temperature dependence (proportional to
exp(-jE0/tr), but the /i+ diffusion never ceases at low temperatures; after reaching
a minimum around 70 K it starts increasing with the decrease of temperature
with a power Jaw (X"~°). This surprising temperature dependence, which was first
clarified in copper metal [10], and was explained theoretically by Kondo [11] and
Yamada [12], has turned out to be more or less a general property, also observed
in insulators [13].
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Fig.4 UHra low momentum muon source Lo be developed it UTMSL.

The MESON arena of JHP will provide not only high-intensity muons and pi-
ons, but is aiming at the creation of ambitious advanced beams, such as ultra low
energy muons. A recent discovery of copious emission of thermal-energy positive
muons from a hot tungsten surface at BOOM/KEK [14] and from silica powders at



TIUUMF [15] stimulated Japanese physicists to explore the possibility to produce
thermal-energy / J + by laser excitation of thermal muonium [16]. Development of
a dedicated facility, such as shown schematically in Fig.4, is going on at BOOM
of UT-MSL as a pre-JHP research activity [17]. An idea of producing very low
energy yT beam around 10 keV through muon -catalyzed fusion processes [18] is
also being tested.

6. NEUTRON ARENA
The NEUTRON arena is a general purpose facility for neutron scattering ex-

periments using pulsed spallation neutron sources, as shown in Fig.5, which has
wide application to structure/dynamics studies of materials including biological
objects. The KEK group has developed a cold neutron source which will produce
an order of magnitude higher flux [19]. So, the NEUTRON arena of JHP will be
the world's best neutron source.
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Fig.5 NEUTRON arena of JHP

The advantage of pulsed spallation neutron source is that it can cover &. wide
range of ncuLron wavelength simultaneously. Furthermore, it will give unique

opportunities in applying extreme external conditions as well as in studying time
dependent phenomena in real time.

The pulsed neutron source will be used also for fundamental physics research.
Recently the KEK-Kyoto group [20] confirmed the large parity-violating effect in
the neutron capture by 130La, which was previously found at Dubna [21]. They
are planning a further experiment including a test of time reversal violation effect
by using a polarized target. For this purpose a more powerful neutron source such
as to be realized at JIIP is required.

6. EXOTIC NUCLEI ARENA
The EXOTIC NUCLEI arena is to provide accelerated radioactive beams of

various species, which will be produced abundantly by the 1 GeV proton beam.
There is no such beam yet in the world. If realized, this arena will provide ideal
places for studying astrophysical nuclear processes in laboratory and also for syn-
thesizing superheavy elements [22].

There are lots of unknown nuclear processes of cosmological and as trophy sit. tu
importance which have not been studied because of the lack of unstable nuclear
beams [23]. The E anena will provide a new playground for studies of such prob-
lems by using various unstable nuclear beams.

So far, the synthesis of superheavy elements seems to face difficulty as far as one
uses a combination of stable nuclei with stable heavy ion beams. A breakthrough
will emerge from the use of very neutron-rich unstable nuclear beam to induce
suitable nuclear reactions to populate superheavy nuclei.

At INS an R&D study of low-velocity !ieavy-ion linac is going on, in which
radioactive ions will be accelerated to study reaction processes such as 19Ne + p
—* 20Na 4- 7, whicii plays an important role in the rp process in the breakout from
hot CNO cycles [24).

In the future we can make a very ambitious machine by combining the E arena
with a spallation neutron source. It is for radioactive heam - neutron crossed beam
|25j. The RI beam will be injected into a ring and be accelerated gradually. In
one section of the ring the RI beam crosses thermal neutrons which are produced
in spallation reactions and stored in a suitable moderator/reflector. A luminosity
around 1023 /cm3 will be obtained with 10 /iA 1-GeV proton beam. This will be
a unique experimental facility to study neutron capture cross sections on unstable
nuclei which are vitally important in clarifying the astropliysical nucleosynthesis
processes.

7. IMPACTS ON FUTURE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The science and technology to be developed ftt JIIP will have enormous impacts

on future. One of the most important and serious social problems now encountered
is how to solve the energy crisis and the environmental issues toward the 21st
century. A high-intensity proton accelerator of 1 GeV range is expected to ignite
energy releases from transuranium elements and thus simultaneously to annihilate



them. Muon-catalyzed fusion which takes place at low temperature will be a safe
energy source, if combined with a hybrid production of additional energy. To this
end the basic research and R&D with JIIP will be of vital importance. There are
more to be achieved in the future, as outlined in Fig.6.
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Fig.6 Impacts of JHP on future science and technology.
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